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Abstract

Market-based mechanisms offer a promising approach for distributed allocation of resources without centralized control. One of those mechanisms is the Iterative Price Adjustment (IPA). Under standard assumptions, the IPA uses demand functions that do not allow the agents to have preferences over some attributes of the allocation, e.g. the price of the resources. To address this limitation, we study the case where the agents' preferences are described by utility functions. In such a scenario, however, there is no unique mapping between the utility functions and a demand function. If made "by hand", this task can be very subjective and time consuming. Thus, we propose and investigate the use of Reinforcement Learning to let the agents learn the best demand functions given their utility functions. The approach is evaluated in two scenarios.

1. Introduction

The last years have seen the emergence of large distributed computational systems, such as the Grid, as a new approach to solve large-scale problems. One of the main challenges that these systems face is the efficient allocation of resources. Several factors contribute to complicate the problem. Computational and geographical distribution, dynamic architecture, lack of coherent global knowledge and lack of centralized control are just some of them [2, 8]. These features point to the direction that any successful allocation mechanism for these systems should be highly distributed and not rely on centralized control.

Various allocation mechanisms have been proposed to address the problem. Some of them are based on analogies between the system and real economies. Commonly called Market-based, those mechanisms offer a promising approach [3, 14, 15]. In this paper we consider the Iterative Price Adjustment (IPA) method, a market-based mechanism that uses the concept of a price that is iteratively adjusted to find equilibrium between a set of demands and a limited supply of resources. This method was first applied by Everett [6] in 1963 and is probably the first method to use the concept of price for resource allocation. Since then, a series of different pricing mechanisms have been proposed [4, 5, 7, 10, 13].

In the IPA, the interests of the agents in the resource allocation are described by means of demand functions. Under standard assumptions, those demand functions specify a relationship between price and demand, and as such do not allow the agents to have preferences over some attributes of the allocation, for example the price. It makes difficult to influence and optimize the allocation quality in terms of the utility received by the agents. One of the alternatives to address this problem is to let the agents to describe their interests using utility functions instead of demand functions. In such a scenario, however, the mapping between the utility functions and a demand function is not unique. If made by hand, the definition of this mapping is very subjective and may turn into a very complex and time-consuming task, especially if one considers agents with multiple utility functions. In addition, the resulting agents might not perform well in the real system. Thus, in this paper we propose and investigate the use of Reinforcement Learning (RL) [11] to let the agents learn the best demand functions given their utility functions.

The paper is structured as follows. Next section presents the background information on the IPA method and the RL model. Sections 3 and 4 evaluate the approach in two different scenarios. Section 5 discusses some related works. And, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background

We address the problem in which a limited amount of resources has to be allocated to a set of self-interested agents through the IPA method. To participate in the allocation process, the agents evaluate the current price of the resources, given by the market, and require the amount of
resources that best satisfy their interests in the resource allocation. These interests, instead of being described by a demand function like in the classical approach, are described by utility functions. As there is no unique mapping between these utility functions and the demand function, the agents learn a feasible mapping through interactions with the market using RL.

2.1. Iterative Price Adjustment

The IPA method decomposes the resource allocation optimization problem into smaller and easier sub-problems. Its behavior mimics the law of demand and supply. The process is a cycle that begins with a facilitator (the market) announcing the initial prices for the resources. Based on this price, agents interested in the resources decide on the amount of resources that maximize their private utilities (the sub-problems) and send these values to the facilitator. The facilitator adjusts the prices according to the total demand of the agents and announces the new prices. If the demand exceeds the supply, the price is raised, otherwise it is lowered. The process continues until an equilibrium price is reached, when we say that the market is cleared. In the equilibrium, the total demand equals the supply or the price of the excessive supply is equal to zero. Under some circumstances, the equilibrium price may not exist [10], but that problem is out of scope of this paper.

2.2. Reinforcement Learning

The RL model consists of a discrete set of environment states, a discrete set of agent actions and a set of scalar reinforcement signals. On each step the agent receives a signal from the environment indicating its state and chooses an action. Once the action is performed, it changes the state of the environment, what generates a reinforcement signal. The agent uses this reinforcement signal to evaluate the quality of the decision. The task of the agent is then to maximize (or minimize) some long-run measure of the reinforcement signal. The reward signal has a vital importance in the model. It is the way to communicate to the agent what to do without having to say how to do.

Q-learning [12] is probably the most used algorithm to apply the RL model. In this algorithm the agent maintains a table of Q(s,a) values and updates these values as it gather more experience in the environment. The Q-values are estimations of the Q*(s,a) values, which are the sum of the intermediate reward obtained by taking action a at state s and the total discounted expected future rewards obtained by following the optimal policy thereafter. By updating Q(s,a), the agent eventually makes it converge to the Q*(s,a). The optimal policy is then followed by selecting the actions where the Q*-values are maximum. The algorithm is to indefinitely perform the following 4 steps:

1. Observe the current state s, select an action a and execute it
2. Observe the new state s′ and the reward r(s,a)
3. Update the Q-table according to:
   \[ Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + \alpha (r(s, a) + \gamma \max_{a'} Q(s', a') - Q(s, a)) \]
4. Make the new state s′ the current state s

In the algorithm, \(0 < \alpha < 1\) is the learning rate and \(0 < \gamma < 1\) is the discount rate. Considering a stationary environment, if each action is executed in each state an infinite number of times and \(\alpha\) is decayed appropriately, the Q-values will converge with probability 1 to the optimal ones. The selection of the action in the first step is made based on an action selection mechanism, which allows to harmonize the trade-off between exploration and exploitation: we need to exploit actions known to be good but we also need to explore to avoid being trapped into sub-optimal behaviors. In this work we use the \(\epsilon\)-greedy method, which selects a random action with probability \(\epsilon\) and the greedy, the one that is currently the best, with probability \(1-\epsilon\).

3. Learning the IPA Market

We first consider the case of a single IPA Market with one type of resource, e.g. memory, and two client agents. Both agents have preferences over price and amount of resources represented by two different utility functions. But only one of them learns how to map its utility functions to a demand function. The other agent has a pre-defined static demand function.

The learning task of the learning agent in this case is to find a demand function that can maximize its total utility. To analyze this learning task, let \(R\) be the total amount of resources in the market, \(p_t\) be the price of the resources at time \(t\), \(d_i(p)\) be the demand function of agent \(i\) and \(u_i(p, d)\) be the utility function of agent \(i\). Assume that the sum of the clients’ demands for maximum utility is greater than the total amount of resources, what implies that the price will not reach zero at any time during the negotiation, so \(\sum d_i(p) > R\) when \(u_1(p, d) = ... = u_n(p, d) = 1\). Also assume that no demand request can be negative. Any set of demands that is able to equilibrate the system at any time of the negotiation process is then given by \(\sum d_i(p) = R\). Considering our learning scenario, let \(d_1(p)\) be a demand function for the learning agent and \(d_2(p)\) be the demand function of the static agent. As \(d_2(p)\) is fixed, the demands the learning agent can request and that are able to equilibrate the system for any price \(p\) are given by \(d'_1(p) = R - d_2(p)\). The optimal
utility the learning agent can get from the allocation process is therefore given by the point \( Q(p, d) \in d'_1(p) \) that maximizes \( u_1(p, d) \). An optimal demand function \( d'_1(p) \) for the learning agent will then be any demand function that is able to direct the IPA negotiation process to the point \( Q(p, d) \). Therefore, the learning task is to find a demand function \( d'_1(p) \). This task would be easily solved if the learning agent knew \( d'_2(p) \). However it is not the case. Next sub-section presents how we used \( Q \)-learning to solve it.

3.1. Learning experiments

The first task to apply the \( Q \)-learning algorithm is to define what are the states, the actions and the rewards. The only information the clients have available during the IPA negotiation process is the current price of the resources, so this information was mapped into the environment states. The agent’s actions were mapped to the amounts of resource it can request. And, the rewards mapped to a function of the utilities the agent receives at the end of the allocation procedure. The learning task herein is episodic and the final state is reached when the market is cleared. The agent receives a positive reward only when it reaches the final state, making it act towards the market clearance. In all other states, the agent receives a reward equal to zero. The positive rewards are given by the function \( U(p, m) \), which is a combination obtained from the product of \( U_1(p) \), the utility function for price, and \( U_2(m) \), the utility function for amount of resource. The multiplication is used to stress the fact that both criteria are important in real applications. The utility functions \( U_1(p) \) and \( U_2(m) \) used by the agents are presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Agents’ utility functions.](image)

The learning experiments incorporated the use of three static agents, whose demand functions were defined “by hand” based on subjective criteria. They are S1, S2 and S3 and their demand functions were presented in Figure 2. Both, learner and static agents, use the same utility functions to evaluate the quality of the allocation.

The market had a supply of 10 units of memory in all experiments. This amount does not permit for all the agents to have a complete satisfaction but allows us to analyze the behavior of the market and the learning mechanism under a condition of limited supply.

We performed a series of preliminary experiments in order to identify a feasible configuration for the values of the parameters used in the learning algorithm. Based on these experiments we set \( \alpha = 0.1 \), \( \gamma = 0.9 \) and \( \epsilon = 0.4 \). The price of the resources is adjusted by the IPA market using a constant parameter \( \alpha \) set to 0.05. The continuity of the states and actions is treated by the application of a rounding procedure. Both, states and actions, are rounded to 1 decimal place.

We ran 10 learning experiments for each static agent. The experiments were run for a total of 1x10^6 episodes. The evolution of the demand functions over the episodes presented a similar behavior. In the first 50 000 episodes, they are still not so consistent, what can be explained by the fact that the agent has probably not visited all the actions in all the states enough times yet. From this point on, they start to evolve towards a well defined trend. This behavior can be observed in Figure 3, which shows 4 points during the learning process of one of the agents. The evolution is also not completely stable. Although the shape is always there and is quite stable between the same values for demand and price, the individual values presented some variability from one episode to another.

The trend of the learnt demand functions presented high demands for lower prices, some middle demands in the central area and low demands for high prices. This overall trend was expected. The only unexpected point is that in all experiments there was a change in the function direction in the central area (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 for some examples). This behavior will be issue of further studies, but is likely to be generated by the fact that, after experiencing a sudden drop in the received utility, the agent tries to direct the negotiation process to a more favorable point.

Even though the agents have not achieved exactly the same demand function, the functions obtained are consistent and presented a very similar overall trend.
3.2. Using the learnt demand functions

Instead of using the learnt demand functions directly in the ordinary IPA market, we use their trends. This use is explained by two reasons. First, to implement the learning algorithm we had to transform prices (states) and demands (actions) into discrete sets, but in the IPA market it may be better to have these components as continuous ones. And second, we believe that by using the trends we avoid the local instabilities present in the learnt demand function.

The trends were obtained by a process of curve fitting where the best fit curve was selected for each learning agent. We used the demand functions obtained at step 450x10^3. The rationale for this is that at this step most of the agents have already developed a demand function with a very consistent shape. Figure 4 shows an example of the trend obtained for a learner of each static agent.

The resulting demand functions were applied in the ordinary IPA market. Figure 5 presents the utilities received by the 10 learning agents over the experiments with S1. It is clearly seen that the utility received by them in all the experiments is very close to the optimum possible. It is also seen a consistency in the learners utilities over the experiments. The same results are observed for the experiments with S2 and S3 shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.

4. Improving the social welfare

It is important to comment that these experiments were not about the learning agents beating the static ones, but about the learning agents getting the most utility they can get based on the utility functions and on the static agents’ demand functions. This objective was quite well achieved.
the Collective Utility, or Social Welfare [3]. For example, it may be desirable to have a fair allocation system, in which all the agents are as happy as the others at the end. This situation is very likely to happen in any system, distributed or not.

In this section we present some experiments in which the objective is to improve the social welfare. We use the same market configuration used in the previous section, a single IPA Market with one type of resource and two client agents. The difference is that both clients are now learners. They are self-interested, but trained jointly and with the same reward functions to encourage social welfare improvement.

4.1. Learning experiments

We ran 4 learning experiments with 1x10^6 episodes each. The learning parameters were set to $\alpha = 0.1$, $\gamma = 0.4$ and $\epsilon = 0.4$, and the market constant set to $\alpha = 0.1$. From these experiments we obtained 8 agents.

The learning results were very similar to the ones trained in the previous experiments. The evolution of the demand functions was also similar over the agents, being not completely consistent in the first 50 000 learning episodes and evolving towards a well defined trend from that point on (Figure 8). There is also the instability in the evolution in which concerns the local points, but this time a little bit bigger. This instability can have its origin in several factors, from the application of $Q$-learning by two simultaneous learners, going through the not appropriate decay rule for the learning rate, to the design choices for the learning implementation. The variability that is seen in the demand function presented in Figure 8 for prices higher than 10 is explained by the fact that in these experiments we allowed the prices to rise indefinitely, but prices in that region are not so frequent making the agent not to visit those states often enough to actually learn them.

An interesting point is that the demand functions obtained here did not present a high demand for lower prices as it might be expected from observing the utility functions and is actually seen in the previous experiments (see Figure 3). This behavior is most likely generated from the learning format we used, which incentives the social welfare improvement rather than the individual, even though the agents are self-interested. Another interesting point is the non existence of unexpected changes in the demand function direction in the central area.

As in the previous experiments the agents have not achieved exactly the same demand function, but the obtained functions are consistent presenting a very similar overall trend.

4.2. Using the learnt demand functions

We used the trends of the learnt demand functions for the same reasons we used them in the previous experiments. We randomly selected 4 of our 8 agents to apply a curve-fitting method. As in the previous experiments we used the demand functions obtained at step 450x10^3. The demand functions with respective trends are presented in Figure 9.

The experiments with the resulting demand functions in the IPA market included runs against themselves and against the three static agents. We also run static versus static.

Figure 10 shows the individual utilities for experiments of type learner vs. learner and static vs. static. In general, the utilities of the learning agents are better than the static ones. There is also some similarity among the utilities re-
ceived by the learning agents. The situation is little different for the static agents, where one of them, S3, achieved a very poor individual performance.

Experiments of type learner vs. static (Figure 11) revealed that the four learning agents presented similar performances against the same static agents. This was expected as they learn using the same set of utility functions. These experiments also revealed that the performances of the learning agents were good. The utilities received by them are not so far from the optimum they can get. The learners received an average utility of approximately 0.45 for S1, 0.48 for S2 and 0.7 for S3, the optimums are 0.482, 0.502, 0.83 for S1, S2 and S3 respectively.

The three social welfare functions show that the markets performance is improved using the learning agents from the current experiments. You can note that the social performance is always best when using only them. The use of one of the current learners and one of the static agents is also able to improve the SW. Not surprisingly, the learning agents from the previous experiments presented a poor social performance.

A final analysis about the individual utilities received by the learning agents from the current experiments and from the previous experiments revealed a small decrease in the values. The comparison is presented in Figure 13.
5. Related works

As far as we are aware no work has addressed the problem of learning a demand function based on a set of utility functions. However, the use of reinforcement learning in resource allocation is not new. Galstyan et al. [9] used reinforcement learning in a scenario where a large number of users submit their jobs to resources that are scheduled by a local scheduler in a grid environment. Abdallah and Lesser [1] proposed a multiagent reinforcement learning algorithm and applied this algorithm in distributed task allocation.

Regarding the application of utility-aware agents, Chulimin & Layuan [4] developed an algorithm based on utility functions for resource allocation for the Grid. However, such algorithm does not make any reference about agents having preferences over the price of the resources, as we make in our work.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed and investigated the use of Reinforcement Learning in a market-based resource allocation mechanism called Iterative Price Adjustment. Under standard assumptions, this mechanism uses demand functions that do not allow the agents to have preferences over some attributes of the allocation, e.g. the price of the resources. To address this limitation, we studied the case where the agents preferences in the resource allocation are described by utility functions and they learn the demand functions given the utility functions.

The approach has been evaluated in two scenarios. Both scenarios considered a single IPA market with one type of resource and two self-interested client agents. In the first scenario one of the agents was a learner and the other had a pre-defined static demand function. The experiments in this scenario have shown that through the application of RL the learning agents were able to learn very good demand functions, presenting good individual performances and receiving utilities very close to the optimum. However, they presented a not so good social performance.

In the second scenario both agents were learners. They were trained jointly and using the same reward functions to encourage them to improve social welfare. Once again the agents were able to learn good demand functions. They performed quite well under both the individual and the social perspective.

Compared with the first scenario, the learning agents of the second scenario achieved a much better social solution, being able to increase the markets social welfare. This increase was followed by a small decrease in the individual performances. Nevertheless, the impact of the increase in the social welfare was bigger than the impact of the decrease in the individual performance, what make us to believe that the approach used in the second scenario is a good one for learning the IPA Market.

In general, the experiments have shown the feasibility of the approach and pointed out that further investigations in this direction are worthwhile. One of the limitations for its application in real systems is the amount of episodes needed to learn the demand functions. An immediate step is to investigate how to minimize such limitation. The results of the second scenario may help in this task. They have shown that agents can learn very good demand functions if trained against a mirror. This learning schema is reasonable to be taken in a phase before the real market as it does not use knowledge about other agents. Once in the market, they would adapt the learnt demand functions to the markets specificities, reducing therefore the number of learning episodes in the market. However, it may be necessary to have some knowledge about the market, such as the amount of resources available. Another help may come from the application of curve fitting methods. Once we have obtained the points that best describe the optimal demand function, we would use curve fitting to approximate it. A needed future work is the extension of the scenarios to better reflect a real distributed system, such as the Grid. This extension is likely to involve the use of agents described by multiple utility functions and participating in more than one market at same time.
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